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T he Birmingham Library service is in crisis; the Library of Birmingham and the 38 community libraries. Despite their       

popularity and their place at the heart of the cultural and educational heart of the city, they have faced dramatic cuts and 

are threatened with more in the future. Libraries can only be run as a public service funded from general taxation; they cannot 

run at a profit or even break even. They cannot be properly run by untrained volunteers or self service machines. A hub that 

contains a room full of books is not a library.  A ‘mutual’ is not a sustainable solution. 

 The public consultation over the Council budget this year revealed overwhelming support for these valued institutions, yet 

huge cuts were made anyway, leading to a hundred staff being lost at the LoB. And now it is proposed to hand of one its floors 

over to the Brasshouse Centre. Elsewhere, West Heath library has still not been re-built, Bloomsbury library is closed, Kings  

Norton library has been left for three years with its roof unrepaired and others have only been kept open thanks to tireless   

local campaigning. 

 This cultural vandalism has to stop and be reversed. We invite all those interested in protecting an essential part of the city’s 

fabric to discuss the library service of the future. 


